
Things have been planned all along for at
least a century

Did anyone forget/know about Dr Lawrence Dunegan, made public in 1988, for something he
learned in 1969?

Link transcript: http://www.citizensnewswire.org/files/NWORichardDay.pdf The recording is on
YouTube, you can just google the name online, it's posted in three different recordings/tapes.

EDIT: I suggest everyone to read the PDF audio transcript, it is straightforward, short
sections for many different subjects that I cannot write all here. Very easy reading and eye-
opening.

You can find the transcript or the voice recording online too. Basically he talked about the New
Order of Barbarians and things are already happening now. The govt wants to shift the gender
roles, make women and men the same (he mentioned about showing off homosexuality more in
public so people get used to it and fear of being called homophobes). If you look at what has
happened, homosexuality being more accepted, and then feminism arises, and now the
transgender agenda, and how some born male individual now competed in a women-only sport.

Of course, depopulation. He said, surpressing sexual desires could backfire, so they wanted to
increase it instead, to differentiate the idea of doing sex and producing babies by making
everything sexual in movies/hollywoods, women to dress more provocatively, porn made more
available. They planned to have men relocating more for jobs so they wouldn't have thought of
producing many children.

Other things, they talked about :

· demise pill
· foods, not being able to grow our own vegetables (will be outlawed)
· study more specific subject while making sure you won't know the big picture because

you won't be allowed to change studies easily, as well as making sure you won't have
books (think: ebooks now and no phsyical books), and make it near impossible for you to
access books about fields/information that isnt related to your own field/study (because it
will be banned)

· make people addicted to technology. He mentioned about how Television would be
monitoring you without you even knowing it. And by the time you would know you are
being monitored, you would already be addicted to it and rely on it. Little did we know it
would not be a "television", it would be called a smartphone.

And by the end of the century (around 2069, by math), they aim to have chips inserted under
your skin (already happening) and some kind of device to be connected to your brain. Just like
how they have been promoting many robotics theme movies / super human movies these days,

http://www.citizensnewswire.org/files/NWORichardDay.pdf


but instead of being a super human, we will just be sub humans. Mind you, all those he said from
speech in 1969, how eerily accurate the things he mentioned that have happened and are
becoming now.

Drooperdoo
20 points · 20 days ago · edited 19 days ago

At around the 12:00-mark of the video (on Youtube), the whistleblower says that, in the
Gaslighting Society they were planning on creating, change would be the watchword.
Everything would be about change. "The society would be composed of a bunch of individuals
with no roots and no moorings, with people expecting change all the time because change is all
they ever knew".

This plays into Professor Camille Paglia's observation that universities shifted from teaching
about the past, to training students to be "change agents for the future". The whole purpose of
education experienced a gravitational shift. She complained that, because they had been cut off
from the past, these new students had no idea how their society came about, or how the system
became what it is. "They can't look at the architectural carvings on a cathedral, for instance, and
tell you what the symbols mean."

You see universities banning Shakespeare to banish "those evil dead white males," or removing
Aristotle or Thomas Hobbes from Political Science courses [like Yale did] to replace the white
people who invented the field with "Afro-Caribbean authors, writing in pidgin English".

What's happening is a concerted effort to dumb down the populace. To cut them off from the
past.

George Orwell wrote: "The most effective way to destroy a people is to deny and obliterate an
understanding of their history".

And that's at the basis now of Antifa-style groups removing statues of the past, effacing
memorials that commemorate previous historical periods. It's like the "Students Revolution" in
China, where they consciously tried to erase all history from before the Communist Revolution
(like the legendary Yellow Emperor of China did millennia before, so he could take credit for all
of history's inventions).

Speaking of China . . .

I was reading an article from the Asia Times, where a Chinese man was talking about post-
graduate work at an American University. He was perplexed by all the emphasis the professors
were putting on "Change". They were constantly trying to indoctrinate their students about the
wonders of "Change". He asked a very simple question: "Change to what?"

That very obvious question was left unanswered. Change for Change's sake was supposed to be a
new ideal, regardless of whether the Best Practices of the past worked or not.
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It reminds one of Oscar Wilde's quote about American youths: "In America the young are always
ready to give to those who are older than themselves the full benefits of their inexperience."

So what you have is a bumper crop of young brainwashed people being unleashed on society,
who have no consciousness of history, no idea how events were shaped to create the present
world, an inculcated sense that the past needs to be destroyed, and that Change for Change's sake
is the highest ideal.

This is a populace tailor-made to be gaslit. News stories that were reported a mere week before
can be contradicted by subsequent stories, and they'll all install the new programming. The
Party-line can change dramatically from one month to the next, but they'll all pretend that the
new orthodoxy was always in place.

The mass media is basically programming. Think of your brain as "hardware," and the mass
media as "software" that they want you to upload into your mind to get your new opinions. In
reality, it's malware.

I first noticed the phenomenon back when revelations were emerging about the CIA torturing
people in Iraq. At first the narrative was "America never tortures". Then, within a few months it
was, "Of course we torture. We have to to stop the ticking time-bomb." And all the people who
denied the torture a few months before were suddenly all acting as if they had always advocated
torture. Then the narrative shifted to: "But we have always tortured."

You saw the same thing with the introduction of gay marriage. At first, even Barack Obama said
that "Marriage was a sacred institution between a man and a woman". Then when he shifted
over, the narrative became "But we were ALWAYS for gay marriage".

Long story short, it's shocking how accurate the predictions from 1968 were: Creating a
populace "used to Change, because it was all they had ever known". Manufacturing a society of
individuals who had the attention-spans of goldfish, the memories of people with amnesia, and
the willing acceptance of continual gaslighting. This is the recipe for a population of slaves.

level 2
The_Frag_Man
7 points · 20 days ago

Yuri tried to warn us

level 2
EndlessIntermission
5 points · 20 days ago

Magnificent post

level 2
lenlemlex
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5 points · 20 days ago

Thank you for writing that down! So far from digging around, many (if not most) conspiracies
are actually part of this New World Order planning, i really hope more people see how its been
planned all along .

level 1
RealisticFox
7 points · 20 days ago

Geez after reading all of this......does anyone ever wonder if the people that live in small family
oriented communities that eat natural food (in third world countries) live a better life?

level 2
lenlemlex
6 points · 20 days ago

They want to eventually make the world into just one nation, i believe it's related to Agenda 21.
So everyone will be affected.

level 2
cicciohunter86
3 points · 17 days ago

Having lived with them.. I can confirm that yes, many times they do( Of course I am not talking
about those without water or food, and of course there is the craving for wealth and problems
with disease due to sanitation- ) but nonetheless the levels of joy and humanity amongst these
villages is plain to see. It is especially obvious when you compare the children... Happy
vivacious and social children, as opposed to depressed lethargic ones over here... (please accept
that we are talking of populations of millions, so as with all generalizations, there are various
exceptions.. )

I grew up in Africa but left when I was 14. I went back to work there for 4 years a little while
ago(12 years had passed) ... I was shocked. You can go into the far bush, see people with ripped
clothes and shoes... But with smartphones/tablets. They are cheap and plentiful, originating of
course from China. There is a massive shift happening in third-world countries as the
brainwashing is relentless and they are mostly innocently naive to its existence. The only thing
holding some of those societies together are "old-fashioned" moral/religious values, with a
strong respect for the elderly, as they don't yet have the infrastructure for "policing" and control
of the masses as we do in 1st world countries. There was hardly any theft, because of religious
beliefs (and fear- if you are caught stealing in some countries for example, you will literally be
stoned and burned alive, not by authorities but by the populace themselves. ) Now the youth are
starting to become "westernised"and are starting to disrespect their elders, seeing no value in
their traditions and history, and want for nothing more than wealth and fame (it was incredible to
see youngsters with gold "bling" walking with a gangster like step trying to emulate the blacks
they see in the music videos...) (ps-before you point out the inconsistency of poor people
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wearing gold "bling" - these were aux-pailleur villages that dig holes 80m deep to find gold,
which they "clean" with mercury, which they then sell to collectors for a pittence, who then
bring it to the cities and also get paid pittence for...so of course there are aspects to their
existence which are horrific and they rightly crave to exit from... )

I fear strongly for Africa, as they are being manipulated and taken advantage of, as usual. At the
same time, Africa gives me hope against a NWO - they are in no means easy to control, and as of
yet their "old fashioned " beliefs are still deeply rooted in the fabric of society, with the family
unit being strong as a consequence. I also noticed a slow awakening to the existence of
multimedia brainwashing amongst the more educated. (People also need to rethink their image of
Africa in general - there are huge and modern cities growing rapidly, a lot of wealthy people, and
a lot of highly educated individuals) ) Here it looks as though we are very close to/already living
in an Orwellian society, whereas there it feels like quite a way away yet, despite worrying
warning signs....

level 3
RealisticFox
1 point · 17 days ago

The only thing holding some of those societies together are "old-fashioned" moral/religious
values, with a strong respect for the elderly, as they don't yet have the infrastructure for
"policing" and control of the masses as we do in 1st world countries. There was hardly any theft,
because of religious beliefs (and fear- if you are caught stealing in some countries for example,
you will literally be stoned and burned alive, not by authorities but by the populace themselves. )

Which societies are you specifically referring to here?

Great response by the way.

level 4
cicciohunter86
1 point · 17 days ago

I was referencing the experience I had, which was in Francophone North Western
Africa,specifically Mali/Ivory coast/Burkina Faso/Senegal/Guinea. I grew up in Southern Africa.
As far as I've understood, it is an observation applicable to much of Africa, however Africa is
huge so I can only speak for what I saw and was told by locals.

And thanks for the kind words :).

level 1
DruidicMagic
13 points · 20 days ago

Outlawing personal food production will start a revolution. People will never give up that much
freedom.
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level 2
lenlemlex
11 points · 20 days ago

From the way I understand it, it wont be made suddenly. "Problem, reaction , solution." I have a
feeling they will make it like vaccination, there is a problem (measles), reaction (people are
scared), solution (vaccine is mandatory, in some countries/regions now). And those who do not
want vaccine cannot do much anymore.

This is the transcript:

In other words, if you had a friend or relative who didn't sign on [tape ends abruptly and
continues on side two] ... growing ones own food would be outlawed. This would be done under
some sort of pretext. In the beginning, I mentioned there were two purposes for everything – one
the ostensible purpose and one the real purpose – and the ostensible purpose here would be that
growing your own vegetables was unsafe, that it would spread disease or something like that. So
the acceptable idea was to protect the consumer but the real idea was to limit the food supply.
[Therefore] growing your own food would be illegal. And if you persist in illegal activities like
growing your own food, then you're a criminal. "

level 3
evafranxx
2 points · 19 days ago

Shit. I was thinking the whole banning of making your own food was infeasible but if they said
there was some disease would make sense. And you could only get seeds through them, then
they’d need to make a shortage on purpose. Or maybe a license like a city does liquor licenses
and they’re expensive and hard to get.

level 3
DruidicMagic
1 point · 20 days ago

Telling the world's indoor marijuana farmers to call it a day would be interesting.

level 4
DeezNutzGuyV2
2 points · 20 days ago

Marijuana isnt food?

level 5
DruidicMagic
5 points · 20 days ago
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Pot growers can get obsessed growing other things indoors. Ever seen a kale plant grow an inch
a day?

level 4
balerionsflame
1 point · 20 days ago

Yea real interesting.

level 2
der098
4 points · 20 days ago

Also there isn't much focus on this. You can go to like home Depot and get all the tomatoes you
want now and it doesn't seem like that will change anytime soon

level 1
jakekajakekaj
2 points · 19 days ago

This is very interesting. Thanks for posting.

level 1
Garfield051
1 point · 20 days ago

why depopulate, wouldn’t there be a greater benefit to overpopulation, you would have more
people to work for you (unless you’re saying they want less smart people and more dummies so
they won’t question as much)

level 2
lenlemlex
4 points · 20 days ago

They want to make the wholr world into One nation, centralised Government. They want to get
rid of those who are 'unfit' and do the fast depopulation with surivival of the fittest. Thats why
the whistleblower mentioned about drugs & alcohol (those who are 'weak", 'unfit' etc would be
addicted and ruin their own lives), those who can can think for themselves to get treatment will
go to a doctor etc (he said govt would provide for this so its also a good ad for the govt - "look
they even help us recover").

He mentioned about slums, so crimes could be shifted and focused only on slums while creating
a bad image of the area (also locate cops more in the urban/city area) so let those who are unfit
be the end of themselves.
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Foods too, they allow unhealthy, calories densed foods whilr also promoting running (making it
trendy via running shoes and outfits - cuz cool), so those who do not want to live healthily will
get diseases more often/die faster.

But yea jn short, depopulation so they get healthier, more reliable slaves that are genderless,
identityless, communityless that dont even know they are slaves and wont no longer have free
will. The way i see it is how the world's wealth is centralised to just very few people. So why
wouldn't they want to rule the world?

level 2
S-Blaze
3 points · 20 days ago

There's little need for peasants when everything gets automated. Plus resources waste.

But if you want to dig deeper the "gods" wants sacrifices and energy.

level 2
imadragonrider
3 points · 20 days ago

Because despite the profit driven philosophy that pervades, tptb actually want a pristine earth in
the long run

level 3
Garfield051
1 point · 20 days ago

But who will run the factories or even the economy for them? Do they want to lose their wealth

level 4
imadragonrider
3 points · 20 days ago

Also, don't confuse money with wealth.

level 5
Garfield051
1 point · 19 days ago

why so

level 4
imadragonrider
1 point · 20 days ago
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Perhaps some of the 500 million other people that are still around.. we don't need 8 billion people
to sustain anything of relevance.

level 1
lenlemlex
1 point · 19 days ago

I suggest everyone to read the PDF audio transcript, it is straightforward, short sections for many
different subjects that I cannot write all here. Very easy reading and eye-opening.

level 1
cuschnei616
0 points · 20 days ago

Idk, it just seems lazy to me for you to reference these transcripts and videos and not even post
links

level 2
lenlemlex
6 points · 20 days ago

I have edited the textpost to the transcript for easier look, the audio is around 3 hours long tho
and in three different tapes, so if anyone is interested, they can easily find them themselves when
they arent lazy :P
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